DVDs and Videos for a New Millennium
2012 The Odyssey

Armageddon Is Not What It Used To Be
A film by Sharron Rose
Running time: 99 minutes

All DVDs
$19.95 each

The Mayan Calendar is ending on December 21st 2012. What will happen to us
between now and then? Join author Sharron Rose on this exciting and thoughtprovoking adventure to discover the secrets of the Mayans, the Incans, the Alchemists, the Christians, the Masons and others of our ancient ancestors concerning the
end of time and the promise of our destiny as human beings. Featuring noted experts
Jose Arguelles, Gregg Braden, John Major Jenkins, Rick Levine, Geoff Stray, Moira
Timms, Alberto Villoldo, Jay Weidner, the Incan Elders and more.
“ An important and significant film” -Ellen Burstyn, Academy Award winning
actress
“ A metaphysical tour of time, space, spirituality and philosophy. This is an
eye-opening film.” -Jennifer Hoskins, New Dawn Magazine

“2012; The Odyssey,
a documentary..with Jose Arguelles
and authorities on 2012.”
The New York Times

“The film brings together the best elements of /What the Bleep/ and /An Inconvenient Truth.” -Duncan Campbell, NPR radio

Star Dreams

A Feature Documentary
Exploring the Mystery of the Crop Circles
A film by Robert Nichol
Running Time: 85 minutes
Many are now coming to believe that crop circles, appearing all over the planet (more
than 11,000 since 1980), are a communiqué to humankind allowing a greater human
consciousness to emerge. This documentary presents visually stunning images of
the major crop circles, interviews with top researchers and a narrative line dealing
with the mystical aspects of the phenomenon.
“Fascinating, visually breathtaking, ‘feel good’ documentary” - Michael Reid Victoria Times Colonist
“Really stunning, moving and full of answers for the true seeker.” - Maurizio
Baiata, Stargate Magazine
“An exhilarating and provocative experience” -Shelly Arnusch PIQUE
Newsmagazine
“Stunning”
Toronto Sun
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Healing the
Luminous Body
with Alberto Villoldo, PhD
• Introduces the structure and
function of the Luminous
Energy Field that surrounds
and informs the physical body.
• Offers secret teachings from
the Inkan Shamanic tradition
on how to clear negative
emotions, recover from illness,
and regain physical, emotional,
and spiritual well-being.

Healing Sounds

Sound Yoga/Nada Yoga

Secrets of Alchemy

With Jonathan Goldman

with Shanti Shivani

with Jay Weidner

• Discover how to use the power
of sound to heal the body,
cleanse the mind and renew the
spirit.

• Offers techniques for using
sound to free the voice and
induce a deep meditative state.

• Unveils the ancient alchemical
teachings on the apocalyptic ‘end
times’ and the true destiny of
humanity. .

• See scientific proof and visual
images of the hidden power of
sound and learn how to use the
voice for restoration and
maintenance of optimal health.

• Includes exercises and
meditations to develop greater
awareness of breath and body,
balance the emotions and
chakras (subtle energy centers). .

ART mind

Yoga of Light

Alchemical Healing

With Alex Grey

With Sharron Rose

With Nicki Scully

• An in-depth interview with the
greatest spiritual artist of our
age filmed in his New York studio
including scores of his paintings
and sculptures going back over
twenty years of creation.

• Presents ancient yogic exercises
and meditations based on the
unique dynamics of the female
energy field to release stress,
increase energy, enhance
sensuality and self-confidence.

• Learn how works of art can be
used to discover your divine
potential.

• Includes techniques to develop
visionary capacity and
experience the power, grace and
mystery of being a woman.

• Journey with Weidner to
Medieval Europe,Ancient Egypt
and Peru to decode the powerful
message of the Great Alchemical
Cross of Hendaye, France.

Quantum Astrology
With Rick Levine

• Offers techniques for awakening
innate healing potential,
expanding perception, and
working with spirit allies.

• Unfolds a 21st century vision of
the ancient sacred science of
Astrology, revealing its powerful
relationship to Quantum Physics.

• Includes two major
empowerments,The Fire Mist
Shower and The Parabola, a new
modality for working with
cancer.

• Demonstrates the impact of
outer planetary rhythms and
cosmic cycles on our personal
lives and historic events. Includes
state of the art computer
animations.
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